1 2 ), [Iv0] :
(which we'll abbreviate with I k , not to be confused with the similar 2k−th moment off the line, i.e.
compare [Iv0] ), with the Selberg integral of the k−divisor function, d k (n) (having Dirichlet series ζ k )
(compare [C] ; abbreviate J k , now on), where, say, M k (t, h) is the "expected value" of the (inner) sum. This gives d k over the (say) "short interval" [t, t + h] (as h = o(t) ∀t ∈ [hx ε , x]); here and in the sequel ε > 0 will be arbitrarily small, not the same at each occurrence.
Actually, Ivić gave (in [Iv2] , to appear on JTNB for JAXXV Proc.) a non-trivial bound for J k (x, h) when the width of the s.i. (abbrev. short interval), namely θ := log h log x is greater than θ k def = 2σ k − 1 (with σ k Carlson's abscissa, i.e. inf{σ ∈]1/2, 1[ :
c , where c = c(k) > 0, see the following). This result clearly gives non-trivial bounds for J k , using ζ−moments information (off the critical line). (See:
However, we can also go in the opposite direction: if we have some kind of non-trivial information about the d k , we can improve our knowledge (at least, on the 2k−th moments) of the Riemann ζ−function. Actually, this idea is due to Ivić, who linked I k to the "(auto-)correlation" of d k with "shift-parameter" a, i.e.
(the shift is a positive integer: C k (−a) is close enough to C k (a) and C k (0) is relatively easy to compute).
Here it comes into play the idea of Ivić (see [Iv1] in Palanga 1996 Conference Proc.) of linking the estimate of the 2k−th moment, I k (T ), to a sum of correlations C k (a) performed over a (the shift), up to (roughly, we avoid technicalities), say, h := x T (the s.i. comes in !) In order to be more precise, we need to abbreviate (with x, X or even T our "main variables", all independent & → ∞):
i.e., the modified Vinogradov notation ≪ allows us to ignore all the arbitrarily small powers; also, we'll say that the arithmetic function (a.f.) f : N → R is essentially bounded, write f ≪ 1, when ∀ε > 0 f (n) ≪ ε n ε (as n → ∞). For example, all the d k (∀k ∈ N) are ess.bd. :
whence they contribute individually small powers (ignored); Shiu [S] estimates (see J k triv.est.quoted above), a kind of Brun-Titchmarsh for (suitable multiplicative a.f., like) d k , let these give, on average over (all) s.i., powers of log. By the way,
is the abbreviation for the logarithm of our main variable.
We quote the formula (proved ∀k ≤ 2, see
here, the (conjectured, ∀k > 2) main term of ( * ) k is xP 2k−2 (log x) ≪ k xL 2k−2 ≪ x (since P 2k−2 is a polynomial of deg.2k − 2, see the following).
Here, it seems that the first to propose explicitly this form for ( * ) k is Ivić, who also gave explicitly the polynomial P 2k−2 , that is essentially bounded (w.r.t. x). However, as we'll see in a moment, it depends, also, on the shift a > 0.
We'll give now, avoiding technicalities, Ivić' s argument.
After some work (expand the square & mollify, take relevant ranges, . . .) he gets that I k (T ) is
and has good decay
Now on (see the reason in next section) we can ignore (in bounds for I k ) all terms which are ≪ T . We give an idea of the polynomial, P 2k−2 , given by Ivić, before to proceed. It's (see [Iv1] for details)
with, say,
depending on q, but not on a (this is vital); also, w.r.t. x, R k (log t)≪ 1 and this is very useful ! We'll see in a moment that the shape of these C j (q) is important only in case q = 1. By the way, here c q (a) is the Ramanujan sum, defined as ( * is over q−coprime js)
(see the link with J k soon) and from the elementary, ∀d ∈ N,
we get (apply c q (a), above), writing 1 ℘ = 1 if ℘ holds, = 0 else:
(It is here evident q = 1 greater importance.) Thus, (see Ivić [Iv1] and compare [C] ):
(1)
where we mean, by "tails", remainders which are ≪ h 3 . Here, the part of R k (log t) term with q = 1 is, say,
and gives (see the above) the term M k (log t) into the Selberg integral; as it should be, since (from an elementary version of Linnik's Dispersion method, compare [C] Lemmas), assuming ( * ) k with this P 2k−2 , we get
where ∼ means ignoring "tails" (see above) & "diagonals", i.e. remainders ≪ xh. We remark that both these errors are negligible (at least, for k = 3, 4, see §5), since they both contribute ≪ T to I k (T ). Then, due to I ′′ k expression, Ivić [Iv1] made a hypothesis about (avoiding technicalities) sums of ∆ k (x, a) (remainders into ( * ) k above), performed over the shift a, say G k , which implies the bound I k (T )≪ T (for the same k > 2). Now on k > 2.
Of course, he doesn't need ( * ) k to hold individually ∀a (≤ h, here), but he observes that he's summing up, into G k , without the modulus over the remainder, ∆ k (x, a), so some a−cancellation can take place.
So far, he passes from an asymptotic formula ( * ) k to an a−averaged form of it, which is easier to prove (however, yet nobody has done it !).
Here, with applications in mind,
we pass from a single average to a double average Building on his expression for I ′′ k , it's possible to make a less stringent hypothesis, to have a more flexible procedure for the remainders ∆ k (x, a).
We use, also, our previous work on the Selberg integral of the a.f. f (essentially bounded & real), compare [C] , in order to let the Selberg integral of d k , i.e. J k (x, h), come into play. (It is a kind of "double average" of ∆ k (x, a).)
Unfortunately, due to an exponential factor multiplying d k (n)d k (n + a) into C k (a) we can't get a link with I k (T ) using only J k (x, h) (with h≪ x T , x≪ T k/2 ), but we need, also, to make an hypothesis on another double average of remainders ∆ k (x, a). We give our Theorem and the proof in §4.
Then for k = 3, 4 and any fixed ε > 0 we have
In next two sections we'll briefly mention some history of I k and the (related) additive divisor problems. Then, we'll prove our Theorem in the subsequent section and, finally, we'll give some remarks in the fifth.
2. A concise history of the Riemann-zeta moments (on the line)... We should keep in mind, here, that for fixed k ∈ N we seek
(we call it "on the line", since σ = 1 2 is the critical line; "off the line" means with 1 is called the "sixth moment" pbm (actually, this is the weak version) & has a link (in Ivić, Proc. Cardiff 1996 Symposium) with the ternary additive divisor pbm.
Another interesting moment (Heath-Brown '79):
One glimpse, to the high moments (instead, for k ≤ 2, see [I-M] ): predicted asymptotics is 3. ... and of (some) additive divisor problems. The problem of proving ( * ) k (at least fixed a > 0) is the k−ary additive divisor problem: trivial case k = 1 (C 1 (a) = x ∀a ∈ Z) & the "binary additive divisor problem", k = 2, are the only solved pbms.
Case k = 3 is the ternary additive divisor problem (sometimes called "Linnik problem"): some time ago, Vinogradov & Takhtadzhjan (see below k = 2) announced its solution but with, as yet, unfilled holes in their (extremely technical !) "proof". Their approach still suffers from our lack of information about SL(Z, 3); while our (enough good) state of the art about, instead, SL(Z, 2) (actually, through Kuznetsov Formula application, see [T-V]) allowed (starting from [M] approach) Ivić, Motohashi and Jutila to solve satisfactorily, see esp. [I-M] (and the recent Meurman's [Me] ), the binary additive divisor problem (different approaches work, with weaker remainders). We mention (still k = 2), in passing, Kloosterman sums bounds (like Weil's) in the δ−method of Duke-Friedlander-Iwaniec for "determinantal equations"(esp., [DFI] ). An even more general problem than this last has been solved by Ismoilov (see Math.Notes 1986).
